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Résumé

culptée sur la face avant du large pilier de l’église de Souillac, la
représentation de bêtes sauvages déchiquetant leur proie a
toujours fasciné les visiteurs. Pour les chercheurs cependant, sa
complexité et son ambiguïté se sont toujours révélées difficiles à
interpréter. La manière de représenter le motif découle d’une tradi
tion animalière destinée à rehausser la vaillance masculine. Ce traite
ment traditionnel se trouve ici contredit par l’apparition, dans la
partie supérieure du pilier, d’un homme nu, sans défense et attaqué
par des animaux qui lui infligent des sévices corporels. Le pilier tient
ainsi deux discours distincts et radicalement opposés sur la souf
france. Le premier reste relié aux mœurs des seigneurs féodaux et le
second à l’ordre monastique. En transgressant ces frontières bien
établies, l’image produit du sens et un impact psychologique par la

confrontation de ces deux discours antagonistes. Il transforme la
mentalité guerrière féodale, celle qui dénie la souffrance et la peur de
la mort, et propose une autre vision plus près de la perception et des
intérêts défendus par l’ordre monastique. En effet, pour celui-ci, la
souffrance (physique et spirituelle) aussi bien que la peur de la mort
se trouvent à être des éléments essentiels au futur triomphe de
l’âme. Les images sculptées et leur iconographie contribuent donc
dans leur originalité programmatique au changement des attitudes
sociales et religieuses qui marquent la société laïque du sceau de la
culpabilité. Je soutiens donc ici que les sculptures du portail de
Souillac participent visuellement, dès le XIle siècle, à la transforma
tion radicale des mentalités.

t is a rare viewer who would not agréé with the opinion of
Andréas Petzold when he pronounced the large pillar at Souillac
(fig. 1) one of “the most compelling of ail Romanesque sculp
tural groups.”1 There is a disturbing quality in this amazing
imagery of devouring beasts because it combines the aesthetic
pleasures of stylized interlacing of finely carved, tautly crossed
animal bodies together with the unabashed aggressive violence
of the beast attack. Scholars, who generally agréé the pillar was
originally designed to be a trumeau for a portai in this former
monastic church, are captivated but remain bewildered by the
complexity and ambiguity of this evocative imagery. Perhaps
most disturbing, the ultimate victim of this violence is a pitiful
human figure with an unusually explicit expression of pain on
his face. Naked, he is seated precariously on the backs of a
crossed lion and griffin that wrench their heads around the
colonnettes, the griffin coming back to bite into his right side,
while the lion grabs the man’s head in his maw from the other
direction. Below, caught in the gripping mouths of the bestial
interlace down the front of the pillar, a bird, a stag and a dog
suffer a similar fate. While the représentation does not conform
to traditional iconographie subjects, it seems to be much more
than merely décorative. It is for this reason that Michael Camille
employed the pillar as a perfect candidate for what he calls an
“Anti-Iconography of Médiéval Art,” a représentation that dé
fiés standard art historical methods of text-based explanation.2
He argued for the necessity to attend to the somatic qualifies of
the pillar and contemplate potential reactions in a range of
audiences. Earlier in the century, Meyer Schapiro had also
argued that this image could not be circumscribed by interpré
tation based on religious doctrine. In fact, Schapiro described it

as a “nonreligious fantasy of rapacious beasts,” and sought to
retain a certain ambivalence by saying that it evoked either “a
fear of violence or the respect for aggressive force.”3 In spite of
or even because of this violence, the pillar’s ability to elicit
fantasies and desires is certainly part of its long-lasting appeal.

I

The Portai

The aim of this article is to investigate what might trigger a
sense of both ambivalence and awe toward this sculpture, be it
by contemporary scholars or médiéval viewers. But fîrst, it will
be useful to review the general circumstances of portai construc
tion at this time, since the large pillar was part of an ambitious
portai complex planned for the monastic church of St Marie at
Souillac in an era when monumental portai programmes had
just begun to proliferate. Although not firmly dated, the Souillac
portai sculptures were probably sculpted around 1135-40 and
bear close affinities in style and motif to the important Languedoc
portais of the Cluniac abbeys of Moissac and Beaulieu-surDordogne. These new portais were confident expressions of the
wealth and prestige that had accrued to ecclesiastical establish
ments, especially monasteries, in the wake of the Gregorian
Reforms of the eleventh century, the growth of international
pilgrimage and the success of crusades in Jérusalem and Spain.
With reformed Bénédictine monasteries like Cluny and Souillac’s
mother house, Aurillac, in the lead, the church had struggled to
shed itself from corruption and direct domination by lay feudal
lords in order to establish itself as an independent but vital
sector in society/ “Those who pray ” had fully entered the
feudal imagination as a distinct but intégral order in a concept
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Figure I. Souillac, former monastic Church of Sainte-Marie. Front face of the Large Pillar
(often called a trumeau) against the west wall, ca. 1120-40 (Photo: A. Allemand).

of society divided neatly into a mutually dépendent tripartite
hierarchy of “those who pray,” “those who fight” and “those
who work.”5
Differing from other forms of architectural sculpture and
décor, these monumental portais were pointedly public in na
ture. While contributing to the self-identity of the monks themselves, they could be directed to a range of audiences. Even in
the normally closed communities of monks such as Souillac,
church portais opened onto passageways that led to public
squares or roads and were accessible to the wider lay public.
Thus, the portai served as a threshold from profane to sacred
space inscribing a symbolic meeting point between worlds of
the laity and the clergy.6
While confident expressions, it is important to recognize
that the era of the “Great Portais”7 (1120s—1140s) was, in fact, a
period of deep transition in the church, marked by controversy,
économie problems and frequent conflicts, not only with lay
authorities and townspeople, but also between different branches
and institutions of the ecclesiastical establishment itself. Moreover, within monasticism renewed calls for reform were heard,
and new religious orders espousing a more inward form of
spirituality came into being (e.g. Grandmont, Fontevrault,
Cistercians), often attracting the donations of rich feudal lords
that had once gone to the older Bénédictine establishments.8
While Bernard of Clairvaux, the esteemed leader of the
Cistercians and future saint, hotly critiqued the older Bénédic
tines’ use of lavish art to attract the laity (who, in his view,
should hâve no business in monasteries to begin with),9 many
monastic churches, as recent scholarship indicates, felt compelled to produce public portais precisely in order to assert their
position in this period of compétition and conflict.10 The monastery at Souillac was no exception. As we shall see, in its
eagerness to address and influence a wider audience beyond the
doors of its community it employed unique mcans to achieve its
ends.
What is so unusual about the Souillac portai sculptures
and the large pillar, in particular, is the way the imagery
pointedly draws on the lay and monastic worlds and Works to
bring them together. Within a set of représentations geared to
hâve an impact on the sensibilities of a lay audience, the pillar
imagery, I will argue, crosses boundaries, présents a confronta
tion of discourses and distinct reversais of expectation. In
what amounts to a politics of style, it calls up secular notions
of manly heroic valour, only to contradict these with the
inclusion of the man attacked by beasts who appears to be in
so much pain, a portrayal more in tune with monastic subjectivity and spirituality. This clash was intended to jolt those
viewers who took pride in values of combative manly heroism
and saw this as the epitome of social worth. In this era, this
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Figure 2. Souillac, former monastic Church of Sainte-Marie. Portai sculptures against the west

Figure 3. Moissac, former abbey Church of Saint-Pierre. South Portai with tympanum of

wall, ca. 1120-40 (Photo: Guillet-Lescuyer).

Christ in the Second Commg, ca. 1115 30 (Photo: Henri Guilbaut).

Figure 4. Beaulieu, former abbey Church of Saint-Pierre. South Portai with tympanum of
Christ in the Last Judgement, ca. 1130 (Photo: author).

would include almost everybody in society, but it would be
most disturbing to those feudal warriors who saw themselves
directly embodying this position.
In short, a visual language and sensibility normally associated with the dominant class of lay feudal lords is appropriated
but then reworked in order to teach a spiritual lesson that was
monastic and in the interests of the monastery.
The Souillac Ensemble

Clearly, the présent disposition of the Souillac sculptures around
the west portai facing the inside rather than the outside of the
church is unusual, and this has been a topic of much debate11
(fig. 2). This arrangement appears to go against the concept of
the public nature of the portai outlined above. Yet, the existence
of the large pillar, almost certainly conceived to be a central
trumeau of the kind necessary to support a heavy lintel and
tympanum, suggests, at least at some point, that there were
plans for a monumental public-oriented portai like those at

Moissac and Beaulieu. Comparable to the trumeaux of these
abbeys, the pillar is sculpted on three sides with a base and
splayed impost; it has scalloped colonnettes like Beaulieu and
crossed beasts reminiscent of the trumeau at Moissac (figs. 3 &
4). However, the large pillar now stands to the right of the
doorway that opens onto an eleventh-century tower porch, not
at ground level or centralized, as would be the case had it been
16
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Figure 5. Souillac, former monastic Church of Sainte-Marie. The story of Theophilus, flanked by a seated abbot and Saint

Peter, in the relief above the west doorway, ca. 1120—40 (Photo: A. Allemand).

(possibly during the déprédations of the Religious Wars in the sixteenth century) or,
more simply, never completed to the origi
nal grand scale. Regis Labourdette has put
forward the most convincing theory, arguing that in spite of their seeming irregularities (indeed because of them), the Souillac
sculptures probably had more or less this
arrangement since médiéval times.14 It would
seem that the sculptures were originally set
up in this same manner on the opposite side
of the west portai facing the interior of the
tower porch but were probably moved to
the inside during restorations of the porch
entry in the seventeenth century. Significantly, the portai rests just above a burial
crypt that lies beneath this threshold. The
sculptures, therefore, would hâve framed this
main entrance into the church positioned
in the rather limited space of the interior of
the eleventh-century porch. Labourdette
contends that the large pillar, meant to be a trumeau, is the only
element of the Souillac sculptures that was assuredly made in
accordance with an original scheme for a large portai complex.
This large portai, however, was not destroyed, as many hâve
assumed, but was probably never built.15 The other sculptural
pièces ail hâve anomalies that suggest they were adapted for this
unusual constricted space. In any case, the domed church at
Souillac, which cannot be dated precisely through documenta
tion, but was built some time in the twelfth century, has no
doorway wide enough to accommodate a trumeau the size of
the large pillar at Souillac. The intricacy of the imagery on this
pillar, sculpted so elaborately on three sides with three different
genres of imagery, is much more complex than the trumeau
schemes at Moissac and Beaulieu. One wonders if the sculptors
and planners were not already attempting to load the pillar with
such densely meaningful imagery because they already had the
suspicion that the full portai would not be completed. The left
side of the pillar présents an ambitious narrative portrayal of
Abraham about to sacrifice his son, Isaac (fig. 7a). On the right,
however, there is a rather enigmatic coupling of three pairs of
figures, stacked one above the other, each composed of a young
and an older man (fig. 7b). As Schapiro observed, this seems to
be a profane parody on the theme of filial piety and obedience
at the heart of the venerable Abraham-Isaac story depicted on
the other side.16 The older man and youth of the bottom two
pairs are stripped to the waist like wrestlers, but it is hard to tell
if their embrace is meant to be aggressive or friendly.17 In the
upper pair, the young boy, fully clothed, bows his head much
like Isaac with his hands in prayer while the older man, in a

placed as a trumeau. Instead, it is raised on a pier and serves to
support the springing of a blind arch over the portai while a
smaller relief of crossed lions attacking a ram is set into the pier
under the arch on the other side of the portai. As at Moissac and
Beaulieu the doorway is flanked by jamb figures, here Joseph
and the celebrated Isaiah, but remarkably the portai does not
hâve the usual semicircular tympanum with the customary
centralized image of Christ. Instead, there is an irregularly
shaped trefoil arch over a relief portraying a miracle of the
Virgin. Surprisingly, as Schapiro remarked in 1939, the prized
central position has been given over to a story of lay apostasy,12
the Legend of Theophilus, a sixth-century church administrator, who sold his soûl to the Devil, later repented, and was saved
through prayer to the Virgin (fig. 5). The choice of this story
with a lay protagonist is yet another indication that the design
ers of the portai were making spécial efforts to address a lay
audience. While it is understandable that the monastery at
Souillac, dedicated to the Virgin, might be interested in propagating this miracle in order to advertise the value of patronizing
a sanctuary where her powers of intercession could be accessed,
the portrayal of a non-biblical legend in such a prominent
location was unprecedented, especially without any figure of
Christ.13 There are many good reasons to conclude that this
relief may originally hâve been conceived for a porch setting,
including its moralizing subject matter and the prominence of
the Devil, features that are comparable to the porch reliefs of
Moissac, with its Parable of Lazarus and Dives (fig. 6), and
Beaulieu (Temptations of Christ). The debate among art historians has been whether the original larger portai was destroyed
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Figure 7a. Souillac, former monastic Church of Sainte-Marie.
Left side of the Large Pillar. An angel bringing a ram stops the

Figure 6. Moissac, former abbey Church of Saint-Pierre. The story of Lazarus and the Rich

hand of Abraham about to sacrifice his son, Isaac, ca.

Man, Dives; below. Démons with Avarice and Luxuria, ca. 1130 (Photo: Henri Guilbaut).

(Photo: A. Allemand).

gesture similar to Abraham, violently pulls on the boys haïr as
his own head and face is unceremoniously trod upon by the
claws of a heavy bird.
Let me return now to the front face of the large pillar with
its acrobatie bodies of lions and grifftns who seem to construct
the pillar as they cross and stand on top of each other, insidiously maintaining its structure by virtue of their deadly mauling
grasps onto the victims held tight between them. Amidst this
grouping of animal prey, the smooth white naked body of the
human figure stands out sharply at the top (figs. 1 & 8). The
manifestation of pain through the discomfort of his body and
the unusually explicit facial features are rare for Romanesque
art. The man’s eyes are dim, suggesting he is faint with the
agony. His brow is furrowed, and deep folds crease his cheeks
around a falling jaw and mouth open with a moan.18 Pain seems
to be a major concern here. Yet, as I will demonstrate, such a
portrayal of human pain is particularly surprising in the context
of what is otherwise a genre of imagery derived from heroic

1130

traditions of male bravado especially dear to the warrior class of
the feudal era, a class, we shall see, that generally refused to
acknowledge physical pain.
Indeed, a key that might unlock the incongruities of this
image revolves around the issue of pain, embodied here in the
image of the suffering man attacked by beasts. Physical pain in
any era, as Elaine Scarry has reminded us so forcefully, is notoriously difficult to represent because it is an interior feeling.19
Moreover, even the very appréhension of pain, including the
varying degrees of its toleration, is not something that is univer-
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Figure 7b. Souillac, former monastic Church of Sainte-

Marie. Right side of the Large Pillar. Three pairs of
embracing or wrestling figures of a youth and an older

Figure 8. Souillac, former monastic Church of Sainte-Marie. Top of the Large

man, ca. 1130 (Photo: Guillet-Lescuyer).

Pillar. Detail of man attacked by beasts, ca. 1130 (Photo: Maurice Babey).

way, the pillar at Souillac constructs its meaning as well as its
visual and psychological impact through the clash of these
discourses.
Discourses about Pain in the Romanesque Era

The médiéval historian, Georges Duby, has actually argued that
the early feudal culture “does not appear to hâve been greatly
concerned with physical suffering.” Physical pain in this era, he
contends, was rarely represented. To be sure, Duby is not suggesting that physical pain did not hâve an important presence in
this society. Rather he is saying in discursive terms, “the way in
which [physical pain] is perceived and the place which it is
accorded within a value System are not unchanging facts.”20
Physical pain, he argues, has its own history. In this respect, the
feudal period between the year 1000 and the early thirteenth
century is very different from the later Middle Ages. In the Late
Middle Ages one could say on many levels and in diverse

sal to ali societies or to ail individuals in any one society.
Perceived notions about pain tolérance hâve, of course, also
been used to characterize classes of individuals, frequently underpinned by suggestions of innate différences due to âge or
gender. “Children and women suffer pain but ‘real’ men do
not,” is an adage that has traversed many centuries of Western
cultural tradition. The Souillac image was produced at a mo
ment when there were two very distinct, radically different
discourses about pain and the importance that could be attached to the expérience and considération of pain. In a striking
19
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practices in society that there is a definite cultivation of pain
and suffering for positive values it could generate. In judicial
practices one sees the development of the use of torture as a
means for determining truth through confession of guilt. Religious devotional practices are transformed with a marked increase of affective piety, where people are encouraged to identify
with the sufferings of Christ and the saints, exemplified in the
realm of art by the introduction of new image types such as the
Pietà and the Man of Sorrows.21 The early feudal culture, on the
other hand, was much more résistant to the expression of pain.
Such a contention might seem surprising, or at least highly
ironie, given that this period has so often been characterized as
one of almost unmitigated violence. With a dearth of centralized authority, power and wealth devolved to those who could
wrest it by force. The anarchy of frequent private wars among
feudal rivais, especially in the early feudal âge, not only caused
violence and death between knightly warriors, but an even more
devastating pillage and rapine on lands of the unarmed peasants
threatening their livelihood along with that of society as a
whole. Thus, even the “normal” daily maintenance of this feu
dal society, with its ruling classes of secular warriors and the
ecclesiastical establishment, was predicated on an extraction of
surplus labour from servile peasants in exchange for protection
from this violence along with the ever ready threat of force
should the peasants fall out of line.22 Although monks were not
supposed to be personally involved in such warrior violence,
their institutions were involved, headed by abbots who were
often lords of vast domains. To protect these properties from
incursions of other warriors and to insure proper cultivation of
lands by peasants, they often engaged lay vassals who were
themselves given land bénéfices in return for this service. Vio
lence was the mark of this epoch and social System, “at the
deepest level of social structure and mentality.” As Marc Bloch
observed, “recourse to brutal gesture ... appears normal, even
when right is not infringed.”23 Yet, Duby argues, it is precisely
the dominance of this “fundamentally male and military character of the ideology which prevailed at that time,” one that
“exalted ... male values of aggression and tenacious résistance to
ail attacks,” which caused an under-valuation of physical pain.
This ideology did not “allow any pity for physical failings,” and
viewed pain itself with disdain, along with those who called
attention to their suffering.24 These beliefs find their highest
expression and glorification, of course, in the literary tradition
of the Chansons de Geste. Even in matters of judicial practice in
this early feudal era, punishment for crimes committed by freeborn men were almost never penalized with corporéal punish
ment; instead they were ordered to pay fines.25
This warrior ethos was compounded by the Judeo-Christian tradition that saw pain entering into the world on account
of man and woman’s first sin. With their disobedience, Adam

and Eve lost their comfortable Paradise and were forced to enter
a world of pain and toil: To Eve God said, “in sorrow shah thou
bring forth children,” and to Adam, “with labour and toil shalt
thou eat” (Gen. 3. 16-17). This was a punishment inflicted by
God that descended to ail men and women. Duby pointed to
the similarity of the Latin words for pain, dolor, and labour,
labor, whose semantic relationship is highlighted in the Genesis
text. In the feudal era, as was true in Greco-Roman culture, pain
and manual labour were considered debasing, “particularly unworthy of free men,” something relegated to women, serfs and
lower-class criminals.
Of course, the Christian church warned that eternal pain
as punishment for sin was a potential outcome for many on the
Day of Judgement, a theme that appears to hâve been voiced by
the church even more stridently and publicly than before when
faced with the destructive forces of feudal violence they were
having a hard time to control.26 Accordingly, Last Judgement
imagery becomes more and more prévalent in visual art of the
Romanesque era. Yet, it is curious, as Duby remarked, that even
the figures of the damned suffering an inventive array of cruel
torments in hell often seem to be totally impassive in the midst
of their fate. Very different from the pain expressed in the face
of the man at the top of the Souillac pillar, in the Last Judge
ment tympanum at Conques the lips of the damned are firmly
tight and eyes stare out more in weary boredom than suffering
pain (fig. 9). Pain, it seems for these sinners, is their natural
plight; there is no longer any reason to resist. If pain is suggested
here, it is by association. This is a prime example of what Elaine
Scarry, noting the extreme difficulty inhérent in any efforts to
represent pain, calls the “recourse to a language of agency.” Pain
is signified by showing its external agent, the weapon, the
means of torture that produces the pain.27 On the other hand,
one could also say that the plethora of diverse punishments
accorded here for particular kinds of sins, as well as for sinners
in various stations of life, suggest a high level of didactic intent
for this image. It is as much about teaching the nature of sin for
the living, an effort to influence the comportment of the living,
as it is an exercise in imagining or visualizing the pain of the
damned in the afterlife. The real exertion and grimacing, the
more emaciated and strained bodies, Jean-Claude Bonne has
pointed out, are those of the tormenting démons, not the
damned. The démons too hâve been condemned, but their
condemnation is to one of perpétuai manual labour, toiling in
the labour of torture.28 This is another sign of the social negativity attached to manual labour the dominant ideology of this
society maintained - like the lowly peasants, démons must work
and suffer while they carry out these tasks for their Lord. One
might even speculate that, far from experiencing horror, peas
ants who had occasion to look at this image might even hâve felt
a certain glee — satisfied at the sight of royalty uncrowned and
20
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Figure 9. Conques, former abbey Church of Sainte-Foy. West Portai tympanum of the Last Judgement, first third of the twelfth century (Photo: author).

together with its entourage attacked by what looks like a
carnivalesque group of peasant-like démons rising up in
rébellion29 (fig. 9, middle register of hell, left side).
Certainly, the intent of the Conques Last Judgement tym
panum was to présent, with its graphically contrasting images,
the promise that awaited those who were good and supported
the church30 along with the threat of eternal punishment for
sinners. Yet, when faced with an image such as this, if they paid
attention at ail, I would suggest that the warrior class could
easily hâve thought it sufficient to pay the church institutions a
fine from the profits of their booty through donations, rather
than substantially change their aggressive warrior ethos. They
could continue to war and pillage, and in spite of what the
church may hâve said about particular abuses, especially when
against them, ail would hâve agreed that this warrior force was
still necessary for the daily maintenance of the feudal society.
When it came to using their military valour against foreign
enemies, infidels and heretics, both the church and society with
undivided heart could positively lionize their strengths.
What is so very different in the Souillac portai imagery is

the way it pointedly focuses on individual human protagonists,
not the grand schéma of the divine plan, an impression, of
course, enhanced by the lack of Christological focus.31 Yet, even
had these sculptures been accompanied by a more traditional
tympanum, the strategy that seems to lie behind the représenta
tions of the pillar and the relief is exceptional. This is because it
was oriented much more towards actually changing the subjectivity of viewers who might not normally appreciate the value of
humility and pain as a productive expression of inner spirituality. In this, the monastic patrons were espousing attitudes and
practices that had long been part of their daily lives and spiritual
quest, ones that were gaining an even higher profile in monastic
life in the course of the twelfth century.32
For while he argued that the warrior ethos in feudal culture
showed little concern for physical suffering, Georges Duby did
allow that there was one sector in this society where pain and
humility could acquire a positive value. This was in the monasteries (ytsylum poenitentium) where a life of penitential pain and
prayer was willingly undertaken for the correction of sin and its
expiation in hopes of final rédemption, not only for oneself but
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church.36 However, at Souillac, there is a greater effort to instil
these monastic attitudes of penance and contrition in viewers of
the portai. In the relief of Theophilus we do not see a stark
contrast between innocence and evil as in the Moissac porch
sculpture, but rather the acceptance that most people are sinners along with the provision of the means, penitence and
prayer, through which every individual can personally seek
rédemption.
Pain in monasteries came in the form of physical deprivations from bodily comfort, including fasting as well as correctional flogging and self-inflicted scourging. Nor should one
forget the pain involved in the long arduous hours spent stand
ing and chanting the liturgy of the Divine Office where thèmes
often included reflections on the sufferings of Christ or expres
sions of the fear of torment that might await soûls after death
and the future judgement.3/ Although by the eleventh century
it was rather overshadowed by the greater time spent in the
liturgy, the Bénédictine Rule also prescribed that monks should
perform a certain amount of manual labour.38 The value of
these actions, taken on by monks the majority of whom were
from the same noble class as knights, must be seen as the
obverse of the warrior ideology. Flogging, scourging, fasting,
manual labour, ail things the warrior class would avoid as totally
unbefitting their status, are here undertaken to a large extent
precisely because they contribute to a monk’s humiliation.39 It
is no accident that rituals of penance présupposé a servile subservience to authority (strict obedience) and include debasing
confession and prostration. What is significant about the médi
éval monastic programme, Talal Asad has observed, is that its
penitential discipline was not simply a form of correction and
punishment, but also a “technique of «^correction ... [distancing the self from itself] to create a desire for obedience to the
Law;” nevertheless, it was strictly enforced through observation
by others (with corporal punishment if disobedience or nonconformity to the rules is perceived) and continually reinscribed
in the practice of confession to authority.40 The closed society
of monks, in this respect, was precursor to a major change in
social mores that developed in the thirteenth century - a change
from the military feudal ethos of a culture of shame (that
opposes honour and shame and where one looked at one’s peers
for approval and a sense of one’s worth) to a culture of guilt
(when the practices of repentance and confession spread to the
laity at large and where worth and individual value was established in relation to a higher authority). This general transfor
mation, already nascent in the Souillac sculptures and soon to
corne about not long after they were produced, would lay the
ground for the future development of the western subject and
the modem state.41
Humility, which was a key virtue cultivated by Bénédictine
monastic discipline, is in total opposition to Pride, itself some-

also for one’s fellow brothers and for patrons and familiars
associated with the monastery.33 Fed daily on a diet of médita
tions on the glorious sufferings of Martyrs and on the moral
lessons embedded in such texts as The Book ofJob where the
meaning of human suffering and physical pain is debated so
directly - not to speak of the central icon of Christianity, the
suffering Jésus Christ - these monks were continuing a tradi
tion of Christian identity as a “community of sufferers” where
discomfort and pain were accepted willingly for the purgation
of soûls.34 While dominant discourses in the Early Christian era
focused on the hope of salvation, and the martyrs’ stoic accept
ance of violent death always remained a lustrous example, by
the eleventh century the more current discourse circulated by
the church was one of fear of death and, because the outcome
was not assured, the need for perpétuai vigilance and prayer.
Moreover, the moment of death and the fear of it came more
and more to be equated with excruciating pain visualized in
metaphors of struggle, ambush or attack, escaped only by the
fortunate few who were saintly or well prepared, for whom the
moment of death was a blessed release. A prime illustration of
this contrasting scénario is the didactic narrative image of Lazarus
and the Rich Man, Dives in the porch relief at the left of the
portai entrance onto the tower porch of the abbey church at
Moissac (fig. 6). Here, the misérable life of painful suffering and
humiliating rejection experienced by the leper, Lazarus, ends at
the door of the rich man, Dives, who had spurned his plea for a
few crumbs from his sumptuous table (upper left). While Lazarus’
soûl is whisked up by an angel and placed in the comfortable
protective arms of Abraham (upper right), the rich man dies,
and his soûl is violently ripped out of his mouth by hideous
démons and taken to a place of torment where his body is bent
and crushed under the clawed feet of démons, his head pulled
down and contorted by the very weight of his heavy money bag,
the sign of his avarice (scenes just below the arches).35 It is in
relation to this discourse of anxiety and fear about the moment
of death and its conséquences that the church, and in this era,
monasteries in particular, garnered power, assumed social value
and received donations. Fear of death, as we shall see, is the
underlying message of the Souillac pillar, a message that, on one
level at least, helped to call attention to the services for the dead
offered there by the monks. Monasteries were not merely isolated havens of sanctity; they adopted an important social rôle
by becoming institutions of communal intercession for society
as a whole as well as for the brothers in their own community.
Monks took on the responsibility to sacrifice themselves by
living a life of purgatorial pain, and in this they would identify
themselves with the figure of the poor suffering Lazarus, and a
life of constant prayer for the benefit of others, while these
others, as we saw with the warrior knights, could live out very
different kinds of subjectivity so long as they supported the
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Figure 10 a. Fighting Knights: Detail from scenes of Roland in the Charlemagne Window.
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Figure 10 b. Prostrate Monks: Monks kissing the feet of St Edmund in Glory. Life of St
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Edmond, fol. 22v, ca. 1130 (Photo: Pierpont Morgan Library).

Chartres, Paris, 1993).

times personiftcd as a mounted knight, as in the figure of the
warrior at Conques toppled off his horse by démons and pulled
into hell (fig. 9, just to the right of the gâte of hell). This was the
vice that was so often ascribed by ecclesiastics to members of the
warrior class, especially when they destroyed church property.42
Monastic practices and conceptions can thus appear to be in
complété opposition to that of the idéal knight. As a sign of the
potential différence in subjectivity so often associated with these
two social orders, one can just contrast the countless images of
mounted warriors facing off in duel, equally as peers in combat,
to those many portrayals of humble monks prostrate on their
knees, in supplication or in offering, to a holy figure of higher
authority43 (fig. 10 a & b).
Just this sort of antithesis was highlighted in the Song of
Roland when speaking about that paragon of warrior class ethos,
Count Roland. Marvelling at Roland’s furious return to battle
against the Saracens after seeing so many Frenchmen dead
around him, the narrator comments, “Never will any man be so
bent on vengeance; Just as a stag flees before the hounds, So the
Pagans take flight before Roland.” [11.1872-75] Archbishop
Turpin sees Roland’s action as the perfect embodiment of a
knight, and to express this clearly he pits his qualities in direct
opposition to the profession of a monk:

Or else he is not worth four pence.

Hc ought rathcr to be a monk in one of those monasteries
And pray ail day long for our sins! [11. 1877-82]'*'*

I do not mean to imply that monks themselves could not
take on this warrior ethos associated with the knightly classes.
They did do so, indeed, as the concept “Soldiers of Christ”
implies. In this sense, the arena of heroic combat is transferred
from the earthly to the spiritual realm, and the combat is a
perpétuai struggle against the Devil and sin.45 Conversely, feudal warriors, when the situation was appropriate, at a cuit site or
when faced with death, could become more humble. In the

A knight should hâve such valour,
Who bears arms and sits astride a good horse.

In battle he should be strong and fierce,
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Figure II. Souillac, former monastic Church of Sainte-Marie. Crossed male and female lions
attack a ram. Small Pillar to the left of the doorway on the west wall, ca. 1120-40 (Photo:
A. Allemand).

Song of Roland, the mortally wounded hero went down on his
knees to pray to God for his sins when he knew death was
quickly approaching.46 Still, the discourses on pain remain
quite different within these two subjectivities, with the monks
recognizing the value of subjection to pain (both mental and
physical) as it cleanses the body of sin while the warrior would
tend to deny it. What is exceptional in the Souillac sculptures is
the way they work to force a reflection on the easy confidence of
the heroic ethos. Let me now move to a doser considération of
the Souillac sculptures to demonstrate this striking intervention
as they act to confront and in some ways meld these two very
different subjectivities around the visualization of pain.
The Pillars at Souillac and the Visual Tradition
of Heroic Beasts

What is important to recognize is just how strongly and pointedly the pillar evokes, but then subverts, a long-established
tradition of heroic imagery of the sort that upholds the aggres
sive warrior ethos, which is so much a part of this feudal
culture. This was an art of pomp and valour most often associated with masculine impérial, royal and noble circles, a tradi
tion that can be traced as far back as Ancient Mesopotamia. The
small pillar to the left of the portai (fig. 11) with its two lions
converging on a ram evokes this tradition very clearly. It represents a single version of the beast attack motif that on the large
pillar is repeated vertically four times.
Although the Souillac pillars represent particularly complex manipulations of the tradition, the stylized heraldic and
antithetical postures together with the prevalence of animal
imagery on the two pillar faces are hallmarks of what has been
referred to as an “orientalizing” genre of imagery prévalent in
the Near East, periodically fed into the West since ancient
times.47 More recently, it was through the import of precious
goods from Byzantium and Islamic territories where the tradi
tion continued, especially in more décorative arts like silks and
ivories, silver, gold and crystal vessels, that the influence of these
styles entered into the formation of Romanesque art. Feudal
lords from southern France for over a century had been exposed
to opportunities to gain rich spoils from Islamic Spain when
they participated in the wars of reconquest. They, in turn,
would often donate some of these objects to churches and
monasteries. Thus, it is through the context of church treasuries
where the objects were more carefully guarded and handed
down, that many of these originally secular works were preserved.48 The beast designs of the Souillac pillars hâve close
stylistic affmities to ivories and silks produced in Islamic Spain,
which were themselves often modelled on earlier Near Eastern
Sassanian prototypes.49
Long before the twelfth century, the potential treasures of

Islam had gained almost legendary status and were highly valued both in terms of their fabled wealth and their fine craftsmanship and design. It is in mythical proportions that they
enter The Song of Roland, which opens with a description of a
massive treasure that would be offered by the Saracen King
Marsile to Charlemagne as a tribute to encourage him to take
his army back to France. Not only would hundreds of mules be
laden with gold and silver, but exotic animais, bears, lions and
camels together with trained hunting hounds and hawks in the
thousands, were to be part of the offer.50 It is just this kind of
display of animais and hunt that is so prévalent in the designs
found on the precious silks, ivories and silver vessels that make
up these treasures and were so popular with the warrior classes
of ail these régions, both Christian and Islamic. A good example
of such cultural exchange is the popularity of carved ivory
oliphants used by western feudal warriors in battle, for hunting
and as drinking horns, and often donated to churches as gifts in
the way that kings and emperors would donate crowns.51 These
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Figure 12 a and b. Oliphant. Italy, Salerno, ca. 1100. Two views. Ivory, overall 68 cm. Boston, Muséum of Fine Arts, Maria Antoinette Evans Fund, 57.581
(Photos: Boston Muséum of Fine Arts).

An interesting object to compare with the pillar imagery at
Souillac is the eleventh-century Islamic ivory casket that came
into the hands of the monks of the Abbey of Silos in Spain (fig.
13). In the twelfth century, whether because of damage or by
intent, some of the panels were replacée! with Limoges-style
enamel plaques, including one of Santo Domingo, patron saint
of the abbey, and the box came to be used as a reliquary.53 What
is interesting is the way that the Islamic ivories of princely
secular origin hâve been preserved in a Christian context.54
Looking at the carved imagery of animal and hunt scenes on the
rectangular face of the Islamic ivory, one can see the kind of
visual vocabulary that is being reworked in the pillars at Souillac.
The Silos casket, however, like the ivory horns, represents a
positive heroic scene - a quasi-mythical stylized image of the

luxury horns were imported from Byzantium and Islamic influenced workshops in Southern Italy and Fatimid Egypt. Their
imagery, like the fine eleventh-century oliphant now in the
Boston Muséum of Fine Arts (fig. 12 a & b), which includes
images of lions and griffins attacking prey like those of Souillac,
was typically filled with a display of animais including the
exotic and the fantastic, sometimes with scenes of the hunt and
other heroic deeds.52 Lions and griffins, predatory beasts par
excellence, had long been mainstays of this visual répertoire and
soon became favoured animais in the growing art of heraldry.
The basic theme in imagery of this sort revolves around the
concept of predatory beast attack (or its potential) to which the
prowess of male human protagonists is compared, either directly in the image or by inference.
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Figure 13 a and b. Islamic ivory casket transformed into a reliquary for the Monastery of Santo Domingo de Silos.

View of the back and detail. Ivory casket: Cuenca, 1026; mounts: ca. 1150-75. Ivory and wood, with gilt-copper

and champlevé enamel mounts, 19 x 34 x 21 cm. Burgos, Museo de Burgos (106) (Photos: reproduced from The
Art of Médiéval Spain, A. D. 500—1200, exh. cat., The Metropolitan Muséum of Art, New York, 1993).

ivory formally highlight the sense of conflict in an
attacking melee while archers aim their arrows
from the sides. In the middle register griffms and
winged ibexes parade in a display of abstract
strength. To increase the sense of danger to the
human protagonists and consequently their valour, the casket employs the common device of
including accompanying scenes of lions attacking
and dominating other victims.56 By contrast, the
horseman at the centre of the bottom register, in
direct confrontation with a lion, valiantly fends
him off.
On the large pillar at Souillac we see a similar
stylized coupling of the crossed bodies of aggressive beasts, but here they are set one on top of
each other in the narrow vertical field. The entwined tails of the
paired lions on the small pillar are sure indication of the ultimately Near Eastern origin of the stylistic models. On the large
pillar, however, rather than a bold hero fending off the animais,
the Souillac man is vulnérable and in pain, his body naked and
attacked. He is not the courageous hunter or slayer of dangerous
beasts, but instead, just like the animais below, he has become
one of the hunted himself, with no energy even to fight back.57
This is ail the more disturbing because it is so very rare to fmd
human victims directly represented within the heroic tradition
of animal imagery to which the style of the Souillac pillars
alludes. In the pillar représentations an audience imbued with
the warrior ethos has been specifically called forth, but the
expectations of seeing and identifying with an heroic image
hâve been subverted to produce instead a problematic image of
weakness and defeat, ail the more powerful and anxiety-producing because of this contrast.
Ferocious Beasts and the Identity of Noble Warriors
and Rulers
It was as if there were two very ferocious lions, one of whom

had found a deer first. It lets its pitiless eyes roam over the
animal it has knocked to the ground. And in order to stir up

the eagerness of the belly with more intense provocations it

holds back the first bites, clinging to the entrails and opening its jaws very savagely, quite as if a headlong descent into

slaughter would ruin its satiety. And when the lion soon
flexes its claws to rend the gentle animal to pièces with ail its

manly hunts which in warrior cultures and amongst ancient
royalty were not only popular pastimes, but were ones that
highlighted the kind of prowess necessary in military battle
against enemies, a kind of représentation these high-class warriors liked to see as an idéal reflection of themselves.55 The crossed
bodies of the leaping lions grouped in pairs horizontally on the

strength, by chance it is threatened by the other lions arrivai.

While they struggle, now not for booty but for their lives,
the deer slips away unharmed.58

It is with this simile of savage devouring lions that Bernard of
Angers, eleventh-century author of The Miracles of Sainte Foy,
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Figure 14. Coronation Mantle of Roger II, ca. 1133—34. Silk with gold embroidery, 1.4 x 3.4 m. Vienna, Kunsthistorisches
Muséum (Photo: Kunsthistorisches Muséum, A-I0I0 Wien I).

practice of using beasts of prey as protectors
and potential threat in the more cérémonial
présentations of royal display. In France,
the old tradition of incorporating bodies
and heads of lions into the design of thrones
of rulers and kings was maintained.61 The
effect was such that it would appear the
ruler was sitting on the backs of lions. The
lions, standing at attention, their visages
forever growling, are there to protect the
ruler from any unwanted aggressor. They
stand as a symbol of the potential power of
the ruler.
Another cérémonial piece is the magnificent Coronation Mantle of Roger II, made for this warrior
and ruthless statesman, who in 1130 managed to force the anti
pope Anacletus II to crown him King of Sicily (fig. 14). The
cape, probably made by Islamic artists, is almost contemporary
with the Souillac sculptures. With it Roger wrapped himself in
the representational power of lions attacking camels, possibly
even a reference to his desire to conquer Africa. The mantle also
makes ingenious use of the Tree of Life device. Here Roger is
equated with the Tree of Life that is protected by the lions. It
was a défiant statement against the many enemies who continued to dispute his reign.
It is just this sort of aggressive protective function that the
heroic imagery of the crossed lions serves on the trumeau of the
portai of the abbey church of Moissac (fig. 3). They are in tune
with this heroic feudal identity, a perfect positive support for
the triumphant Christ King enthroned in the tympanum above.62
The Moissac trumeau has often been cited as the model for the
pillars at Souillac. Its crossed male and female lions with intertwined tails find a close counterpart in the paired lions of the
small pillar at Souillac, while the vertical stacking of the crossed
bodies is similar in concept to the large pillar. What is more
interesting but not usually recognized, given these similarities,
is just how different the two représentations are with respect to
their over-all significance, their function and their potential
effect on viewers’ subject positions. While the Moissac lions’
protective and heraldic stance are fully in line with the accustomed identification of feudal warriors and rulers with the
aggressive power of ferocious beasts, the Souillac pillar, with its
focus on the defenceless body of the human figure, works to
undermine that very heroic tradition, greatly altering as well as
expanding meanings that could be apprehended.
While King Rogers body would hâve been marvellously
clothed in his mantle of animal power and majestically seated
on his thronc, the man at the top of the Souillac pillar sits
dangerously naked, his body not protected by these animais but
devoured.

describes two enemy bands of warring knights who had been
distracted from their prey because of their own mutual hatred.
Bernard was telling the story of Peter, a noble lay abbot, who,
returning from a pilgrimage to Sainte Foy at Conques, had been
spied by two different groups of warriors, both intent on ambushing him. But when the knights saw each other, since they
too were enemies, they forgot Peter and proceeded into a vicious
melee “tearing themsclves to pièces in mutual slaughter.” Bernard,
of course, attributed Peters salvation to the protective forces of
Sainte Foy.
The story paints a vivid picture of the violence of the times.
What also cornes to notice is the way Bernard so easily and
evocatively found it appropriate to compare these fighting knights
to ferocious beasts of prey. Although he was critical of this
violence, there is no doubt that he was sensitive to the awe and
majesty of such animal ferocity. His descriptive imagination
brings to life, and may very well hâve been inspired by, the
countless représentations of rapacious beasts so prévalent in the
artistic tradition of heroic imagery described above. It is an awe
and majesty that is still présent in the Souillac pillars in spite of
the humiliating reversai suffered by the human protagonist.
For it was a common topos in médiéval discourse to equate
the noble warrior with ferocious animais, just as the Franks in
The Song ofRoland were said to be “as fierce as lions” and the
Saracen army fled from Roland like “stags running from
hounds.”59 This class identified itself with these majestic beasts
of prey as much as others saw them in this light. Recognizing
this delight in aggressive force and heroic combat, it was natural
for the artist monk Theophilus, in his twelfth-century treatise,
On Diverse Arts, to recommend imagery of this sort for works
destined for this class. Decorated silver, he suggested, might
include griffins and lions fighting by themselves or each one
strangling a sheep along with other images of fighting heroes:
knights fighting dragons and Samson or David fighting lions.60
This association of the feudal warrior class with preying
animais in the midst of their attack is related to the even older
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What is striking about the Souillac pillar is the way it
Works on this feudal identity of the warrior ethos. Although
ultimately the moral and spiritual lessons might be similar, the
pillar imagery Works differently from the more straightforward
didactic représentations like that seen in the Last Judgement
tympanum at Conques. Laity, leaving the géographie sites where
their subjectivity reigned (for the dominant warrior class that
would be the hunt, the battle field, the castle hall, etc.), entering
the cultural space dominated by monks and approaching the
church, would probably expect to encounter moralizing reli
gions messages or portrayals of God’s glory. What might not be
expected, especially for a knight going into a place that is very
different from his normal sense of being, would be to encounter
these images of ferocious beasts portrayed in the heroic style
with which he (and ail society could participate in this identifi
cation) is very familiar and accustomed to identify. With his
anticipation of pleasure at seeing this familiar animal imagery
heightened, that pleasure is dramatically thwarted when the
viewer realizes that the image contradicts his expectation and
actually threatens his concept of the heroic body.63 Seeing the
human victim, singled out at the top of the column, not triumphant, not defending himself, but crushed under the impost
block, locked in the grasp of the beasts, threatened and devoured by the very signifier with which he normally identifies
(aggressive strength of wild beasts = heroic valour of knight),
would certainly be cause for anxiety. The représentation shortcircuits his former love of associating himself with ferocious
beasts, while forcing him to consider identification with this
decidedly unheroic figure suffering torment of animal attack.
Seeing this, the heroic subject will feel shame. With shame
cornes doubt and lack of confidence. The armour of the warrior
ethos is shattered. Now this viewer will begin to feel pain.

from religious iconography as well as the secular heroic. The
Souillac figure has a shroud around his neck; he is naked like
the dead and those who rise from the dead at the end of time for
Judgement. But he is not confident. His body is not only the
anguished body of a man in pain; it is also the contorted body
of the sinner whose flesh is attacked by beasts because it smells
of vice. Although this is no traditional image of a damned soûl
in hell, viewers looking more closely at this suffering figure
would begin to consider his plight, forced to ask, “What does it
mean to be defenceless in the face of Death?”65
With this warrior’s confidence shaken, viewers will more
readily see this image from the perspective of a religious dis
course and be jolted into taking the lessons more sincerely to
heart. The visual transposition of the heroic mode would hâve
been effective for any viewer, lay or monastic. Moreover, even
within a religious discourse and religious traditions of imagery,
at the very basic level that any Christian would understand, the
man attacked by beasts at the top of the pillar remains a disturbing figure. Like the antithetical nature of the pillar design itself,
the suffering body at the top is not just directly meaningful
itself (i.e. it is not simply someone damned in hell), but takes on
a range of unsettling meanings as it stands in opposition to a
number of positive exemplars. Just as this représentation présents
a reversai of traditional secular heroic imagery, it also calls to
mind, but then reverses, key motifs in religious iconography.
Visually the figure at the top of the Souillac pillar is reminiscent
of portrayals of Daniel in the Lions’ Dcn (fig. 15),66 yet it
transposes this well-known scene into its opposite. Whereas the
hungry lions in the pit do not harm Daniel, confident in prayer,
the Souillac figure is ferociously attacked. Thus, for the viewer,
the pillar imagery gains meaning by virtue of this thematic
reversai.67
Looking at the man at the top of the Souillac pillar, one
sees that this is no Daniel, confident even as he is thrown into a
den of lions. Daniel had always obeyed God; in the den he had
faith and prayed for deliverance. Daniel was in a pit of hell, but
was not attacked - not judged by the lions of justice and found
wanting, guilty of sin. Daniel had the armour of prayer and
goodness that the lions could not permeate. Note that the lions
portrayed in the Moissac capital of Daniel in the Lions’ Den
hâve a similar addorsed stance, but these are now peaceful lions
made tame and protective of the Tree of Life. Daniel would
indeed be brought back from potential death to life. But the
future of our Souillac figure is in doubt. His body is not the
clean-smelling, fresh body of the saint, but instead the odorous
one, the body weak with fear and pain, the kind that will
immediately attract predacious beasts.
For Christians, Daniel had always been a sign of hope for
God’s grâce; they took comfort in the knowledge that God
would protect the faithful in the way he protected Daniel in the

Identification and Reversai: Towards a Feeling of
Pain and the Fear of Death

But ail is not lost; an opening has occurred out of which a new
subjectivity might grow. The monks hâve known for a long time
that pain is productive; it has value. This is the message they
would like to get across. The sculptures shattering of the war
rior ethos primes the audience for a new lesson, one that might
produce a shift in consciousness. The loss of confidence of the
heroic subject might now lead to the questioning of other
certainties. The point of this image is to make viewers uncomfortable and think about the meaning of Death - not deny it
with bravado, as was the custom.64
It is through these cracks in the broken heroic tradition
that viewers at Souillac might hâve begun to see the pillar
imagery from a monastic point of view, realizing that part of the
ambivalence in this image is because it contains visual dues
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Figure
Figure 15. Moissac, former abbey doister. Capital of Daniel in the Lions’ Den, ca.

16. Adam in the Garden of Eden. Ivory Diptych Panel, fourth

century. Florence,

1100

Bargello Muséum (Photo: reproduced from Danielle

Gaborit-Chopin, Ivoires du Moyen Age, Fribourg, 1978).

(Photo: Images du Patrimoine, Midi-Pyrénées).

Lions’ Den. For centuries Daniel had been cited in prayers for
the agony of the dying and for burial, the Commendatio Animae,
and was illustrated in some of the earliest Christian imagery of
the Catacombs in Rome.68 Even the heroic Roland saw fit to
cite Daniel in the dramatic scene of his contrition and prayer to
God when he knew he was about to die.69
Contrasting with this positive model of rédemption, where
the good servant of God, Daniel, is assured escape from death
and the hell that the pit signifies as a reward for his faith, the
Souillac figure is faltering, a more potent reminder that not ail
are saints and that most people will hâve to work hard for such
salvation. The image is intended to shake viewers out of any
complacency they may hâve felt in this respect.
The Souillac man attacked by beasts is, thus, clearly a
sinner, in that he is représentative of “Fallen Man” after the
original sin of Adam. He certainly is no Adam in Paradise at
peace with the beasrs before the Fall as was represented on an
Early Christian ivory diptych now in the Bargello (fig. 16).
Compared to this, any viewer would be forced to conclude that
the Souillac man is a sinner about to lose Paradise. An effect this
image was intended to produce was the création of fear about
death and its potential pain and violence, something that this
pillar could do particularly well, by virtue of its form, for an
audience not normally réceptive to this idea.
Thus, one could conclude that a key message of this pillar
image, promoted by the monastic establishment and highly
effective when directed to a secular audience dominated by
warriors, is that to be a great warrior, to win many battles on
earth, ro strike down one’s enemies here, is good and even of
great value to monasteries when they act in support - but it is
nor enough in face of ultimate battles in the afterlife if a person

is consigncd to hell. There, physical prowess, bodily strength,
résistance to pain will not work. The figure will be caught,
much like the man on the pillar, unless he préparés. He must
patronize this sanctuary, dedicated to the Virgin who is especially merciful toward sinners, and seek the aid of Souillac
monks as intercessors. The large sculptures of rhe formally
seated abbot and St Peter flanking the Theophilus relief are
there to remind viewers of the authority of the ecclesiastical
establishment and its power to absolve and excommunicate.70
However, this will only work if the individual sheds his warrior
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pride and approaches with the subjectivity of a monk, humble
in prayer. This is exactly the action that is viewed in the
Theophilus narrative on the main relief above the portai at
Souillac (fig. 5).

as we hâve been arguing, the monks would insist that there is a
value in this perpétuai re-enactment of pain.
From a monastic perspective, the pain that is enacted on
the Souillac pillar is not just the threat of torment for sinners
but also its antidote, the mental anguish, visualized in metaphors of physical pain, that enters into ail true forms of peniten
tial prayer. Embedded in the Souillac pillar, I contend, is a call
to prayer, an insistence on the need for prayer in the face of
death along with its visualization. We saw how the reworking of
the visual language of the Near Eastern beast tradition functioned well to dramatically call attention to the threatened
dying body. Penitential prayer, we are reminded in the Souillac
relief, is what saved Theophilus from his grave sin. Moreover,
prayer in the face of Death is highlighted unusually in the
Souillac rendition of the Sacrifice of Isaac (fig. 7 a), since Isaac
holds his hands in prayer while the Angel swoops down with
the ram to save him, just like the Angel carrying the Virgin to
the penitent Theophilus. Consonant with the prayer that
Theophilus enacts on the relief, the front face of the pillar could
represent the actual plaint ofprayer, including the fear of death
and the pain and anguish that should accompany true contri
tion - something the monks knew well and carried out daily for
themselves and their patrons. Indeed, in contradistinction to
the typical secular viewer of the pillar who would more likely
identify with the warrior ethos and be very disturbed by the
unheroic suffering figure, the monk, because of ail his training
and daily practice of penitential prayer, could readily identify
with the threatened body of the nude man attacked by beasts.
As with Christ himself, who was attacked, mocked, tormented
and killed, but still rose from the dead, monks believed that
purgatorial pains of this kind were bénéficiai. In their liturgy for
the dead and dying, monks would even dramatize the pleas of
those who face death, chanting, “Deliver me from the mouth of
the lion,” and thinking of Christs death on the cross, they
would pray, “When you will corne to judge, deliver from death
the soûls of those whom you redeemed. Deliver not up to beasts
the soûls that confess you.”73 As a plaint of prayer, now that the
pillar has made an opening for the readjustment of the feudal
heroic subjectivity many in the audience had maintained, the
heroic éléments on the pillar take on a slightly different meaning. The Souillac man and his viewers hâve learned to begin a
process that will, as with the martyrs of old who were willingly
torn by beasts, though crushed through pain and humiliation,
be a path toward a final triumph in the afterlife. These beasts in
their vicious attack on the body and consciousness of this sinner
hâve produced a new notion of pain for the secular viewer,
making the viewer internalize the agony, by externalizing the
pain on the body in représentation. In that way it begins the
process of the purgation of sin while encouraging them to seek
help from those specialists in intercession - the monks and the

The Conversion of the Heroic Identity: The Man Attacked
by Beasts as Counterpoint to Other Sculptures at Souillac

The restorative actions of penitential humility and prayer are
directly narrated in the story of Theophilus in the relief above
the portai at Souillac. What is more, Theophilus is dressed like a
nobleman, not a cleric as became the tradition in so many later
représentations. Theophilus was a grave sinner who denied God
(the essence of ail sin) and sold his soûl to the Devil, a sinner
like the man on the front face of the Souillac pillar, but not like
the ever-obedient servant of God, Abraham, and his innocent
son Isaac portrayed on the pillars left side. In exchange for help,
Theophilus agreed to submit to the Devil and even to write his
abnégation of God in a signed contract. This deed is represented through that quintessentially feudal ritual act - the rite
of homage. On bended knee, Theophilus places his hands in
those of the Devil, taking him as his lord and becoming his
vassal. Not only has Theophilus committed the Christian sin of
abnégation, but he has also broken the most sacred trust of the
feudal vassal - loyalty to his true Lord. Thus, we see again how
the Souillac sculptures are targeting this feudal audience.
While Abraham is the positive model of faith and obédi
ence much like Daniel, Theophilus, no biblical hero, must
agonize and suffer in prayer and fasting for a full forty days
before his rédemption. Consequently, he goes to pray at a
chapel dedicated to the Virgin, hoping that she will help. The
agony of his remorse and fear of judgement, described at length
in the major literary texts,71 would not be visible if we did not
hâve the parallel visualization of fear, pain and threat depicted
on the Souillac pillar, metaphorically embodied in the man
attacked by beasts. In the relief, the Virgin heard his prayer and,
together with an angel, miraculously brought back the damning
contract to the exhausted Theophilus, fallen asleep but still
kneeling in his penitential posture before the church portai.
Theophilus could now die in peace with hopes of avoiding the
violent death portrayed on the pillar.72
While Theophilus is narratively fixed in his penitential
posture at the moment when the bond is miraculously returned,
signalling his rédemption and. the means through which he
gained it, the plight of the suffering man on the pillar remains
precarious. Yet, there is something curious about the way ail the
figures are locked into a sort of suspended animation. Even
though the Souillac man is slipping and the animal prey below
are heading downwards, they are actually kept from falling by
the very beasts that attack them. Perhaps there is a message here;
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Virgin at Souillac. The monks, this time identifying with the
ferocious beasts, might well feel triumphant that they had managed to wrestle a new subjectivity and possibly new patrons out
of their well-healed secular audience. The sculptures stand as a
perpétuai lesson on the need to fear death and on the value of
prayer and humility, and even stand as an everlasting enaetment
of that very prayer. What better way to decorate a portai that is
situated directly above a burial crypt?74
What is more, as I hâve attempted to analyse them here,
the Souillac sculptures provide us with an interesting glimpse
onto the mechanisms by which visual productions might hâve
contributed to the early stages of major alterations in mentality
that would occur by the thirteenth century as society was transformed from a culture of shame to one of guilt, from a society
that déniés pain to one that sees its value.
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Liturgy as Ritual Aggression,” Viator, II (1971), 121-57. See also
the discussions of spiritual struggle in Conrad Rudolph, Violence
and Daily Life: Reading, Art, and Polemics in the Cîteaux Moralia in
Job, (Princeton, 1997).
Song ofRoland [11. 2385-2396], 105.
“The Orientalizing Period” is the name typically used by art historians to designate an era in Ancient Greek art during the seventh
century B.C. when stylized animal imagery composed of both real
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be found in the art of Etruscans and in Early Médiéval Art in both
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Near Eastern luxury items had in the context of the warrior feudal
culture since so much has perished. However, the Song ofRoland,
where violence and booty go hand in hand, is full of references to
fabled and coveted Islamic treasure. Ganelon, who eventually became a traitor to the Franks, at his meeting with the Muslim King
Marsile is described as decked in “a cloak of sable, lined with silk
from Alexandria” [11.462-463], 57. Later, when Charlemagne finally discovers the bodies of his loyal vassals, he has the hearts of
Roland, Archbishop Turpin and Oliver taken out, wrapped in silk
cloth and placed in marble caskets. Their bodies were then enveloped in stag skins, placed on carts completely covered with silk
from the Near East (Galatia) [2962-2973].
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tive Arts” in Chapter 4, “The Muslim West: 750-1260,” in Rich
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magne and his troops, because he was too full of pride (his flaw)
thinking this would be a cowardly and shameful act. This ultimately caused the downfall of the rear guard. Ironically, it is when
he is finally forced to blow the horn to signal the alert (against his
concept of valour), that Roland is finally said to suffer pain:
Count Roland with pain and distress
Sounds his oliphant in great agony.
The clear blood gushes forth from his mouth
And in his skull the temple bursts.
Charles hears it, as he makes his way through the pass.
The SongofRoland, [IL 1761-1766], 146.

Later Charlemagne takes the oliphant back to France and, full of
gold, places in on “the altar of the noble Saint Seurin” in a church
in Bordeaux.
52 H. Swarzenski, “Two Oliphants in the Muséum,” Bulletin, Mu
séum ofFine Arts, Boston, LX (1962), 27-45.
53 The casket was described in a 1440 inventory of the abbey as
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containing relies of the eleven thousand virgins who were companions of St. Ursula. For this and a general discussion of this casket,
see the exhibition catalogue from the Metropolitan Muséum of
Art, The Art ofMédiéval Spain a.d. 500-7200 (New York, 1993),
273-76.
There is a floriated Kufic inscription on this casket, partially destroyed, but with enough information to suggest that the ivory was
made for a sovereign in the city of Cuenca in 1026. Art ofMédiéval
Spain, 274. For interesting discussions of other Islamic ivories of
this sort that entered church treasuries in Spain, see O. K.
Werckmeister, “Art of the Frontier: Mozarabic Monasticism,” Art
of Médiéval Spain, 121-32; Juile A. Harris, “Muslim ivories in
Christian hands: the Leire Casket in context,” Art History, XVIII
(1995), 213-21; Francisco Prado-Vilar, “Circular Visions of Fertility and Punishment: Caliphal Ivory Caskets from Al-Andalus,”
Muqarnas, XIV (1997), 19-41. My thanks to John Williams for
giving me the reference to this last article.
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natural order (good/evil, night/day, life/death, etc.). That secular
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the heroic thèmes of triumph over danger, ferocious enemies and
death are perfect metaphors (indeed, well establishcd literary topoi
as well) to describe the triumph of saints. This would be an
example of the church adopting this heroic ethos for the message
of triumph it could impart.
Francisco Prado-Vilar in his interesting article on the Caliphate
ivory caskets discusses the manipulation of this tradition of power
imagery whereby the portrayal of attacking animais of prey are
veiled political threats against enemies. Usually the lions attack
clearly weaker victims like stags, their natural prey, but on one
ivory pyxis he analyses, as can be seen in the Silos example as well,
the victim is a bull, normally considered a strong animal. Since the
object.was a gift from a caliph to a potential rival, Prado-Vilar
argues, in this manipulation of the tradition, that this would hâve
been understood as a warning to this person of otherwise high
rarik, “affirming the hegemony against peers of close status.” PradoVilar, “Circular Visions,” 24-27. The pairing of lions and griffins
has a long tradition. A very early heroic image of lions and griffins
attacking a stag was seen as fitting décoration on a Sythian sword
scabbard (4th c. B. C., Kiev Historical Muséum). Clearly the
intent was to equate the ferocity and strength of the sword handler
with that of these ferocious beasts.
Another popular motif from this heroic tradition that the Souillac
image appears to be directly negating is that of the heroic Master of
Animais. Often portrayed as a stylized human standing centrally
beiween two animais that he grasps or fends off with his two arms,
implying the human domination over animal forces, this image
can be seen in a variety of contexts since its appearance in Ancient
Mesopotamia. There is a Roman bronze that portrays just such a
figure fending off griffins illustrated in Roger Hinks, “The Master
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of Animais,” Journalof the WarburgInstitute, V. I (1937-38), 26365.
Pamela Sheingorn, trans., The Book of Sainte Foy (Philadelphia,
1995), 135. Miracle 2:9.
The Song ofRoland, [1. 1888] and [1. 1874], 89.
John C. Hawthorne and Cyril Stanley Smith, eds, On Diverse Arts,
The Treatise ofTheophilus (Chicago, 1963), 157.
See, for example, the so-called Throne of Dagobert, a Carolingian
work once associated with the Royal Abbey of St. Denis and now
in the Cabinet des Médailles of the Bibliothèque Nationale in
Paris. For an illustration, see Magnus Backes and Regine Dolling,
Art of the Dark Ages (New York, 1969), 77. There are countless
médiéval manuscript images of figures in authority on lion-headed
thrones. The concept goes back to the portrayal of gods in ancient
Mesopotamia where it carried an association with ideas of apotheosis and in the Judeo-Christian tradition to the precedent of the
throne of King Solomon flanked by six pairs of lions on its steps.
In a recent article on the trumeau and lintel of Moissac, Piotr
Skubiszewski has called attention to the generativc symbolism also
embedded in the trumeau imagery. Rightly pointing to the flowered roundels that cover both the lintel and trumeau, he argues
that the two sculpted pièces should be seen together as a Tau cross.
This reference to the Flowered Cross and Tree of Life concept,
together with the male/female lions on the trumeau, call attention
to création thèmes and régénération. Yet, I would argue, this does
not negate the guardian functions the lions serve as they actively
survey and guard the door’s entryways. See Piotr Skubiszewski, “Le
trumeau et le linteau de Moissac: un cas du symbolism médiéval,”
Cahiers Archéologiques, 40 (1992), 51-90.
The “orientalizing” style of animal imagery here at Souillac is a key
factor to this effect. It specifically interpellâtes the heroic subject as
no other style of devouring beast image would. There are, in fact,
countless images of devouring beasts, monsters and snakes in
Romanesque art, but not ail partake of this visual style. They
would not create the same effect I am describing here. The theoretical concepts that underpin this argument about the psychological impact of these sculpted images make use of some théories from
Jacques Lacan. A useful discussion of the value of these psychoanalytical models for cultural criticism can be found in Mark Bracher,
Lacan, Discourse, and Social Change: A Psychoanalytic Cultural
Criticism (Ithaca and London, 1993).
Although I am inclined to agréé with Labourdette’s theory that the
portai sculptures faced into the porch during the Middle Ages (see
above, note 11), the lesson serves equally well for both monks and
laity with the portai sculptures set up as they are now on the
interior west wall. In this case, those who had been in the sacred
space of the church would see them as they were about to départ
into the profane world. The sculpture would be a warning to
monks not to get caught up in the worldly pleasures of the warrior
ethos. As a departing reminder for the laity, they would put a check
on any easy falling back into the confidence of the heroic subjectivity once outside the church.
These points are developed more fully in my fortheoming book,
The Devil, Voracious Beasts and the Fear of Dying. Let me insist,
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however, that within the iconography of médiéval art this image
cannot be said to be a damned person tormented in hell. Wild
animais like this are never tormentors the way démons are, al
though they sometimes hâve the function of carrying the dead
towards hell or judgement as can be seen on the tympanum of
Beaulieu. The Souillac image is more metaphorical than that,
calling up the notion of death itself and worries about the state of
the soûl.
A common simple format for the imagery of Daniel in the Lions
Den, since the art of fourth-century catacombs (Catacomb of the
Jordani) and continuing in Early Médiéval art (San Pedro de la
Nave, Merovingian tombs), was to portray Daniel in the centre
with two lions placed antithetically on either side who lick his feet
or otherwise abstain from harming him. The lions on the capital
from Moissac illustrated here hâve stylistic affmities to the lions at
Souillac. The imagery dérivés from the heroic formula of the
“Master of Animais” motif (The Lyre of Ur, the Sutton Hoo Purse
Lid, Burgundian Belt Buckles). For further discussion, see Hinks
above, note 57. However, Daniel uses prayer rather than muscle to
fend off animais. In a more complex narrative portrayal, Daniel in
the Lions’ Den is the theme of the left porch relief in the portai of
the Abbey Church at Beaulieu where it serves as a contrast to the
soûls attacked by beasts in the Last Judgement tympanum above.
Clearly bearing a relationship to the figure of the man attacked by
beasts at the top of the Souillac pillar, but in a less formalized
portrayal, the striding beasts grasping onto human figures (including a paired lion and griffin as at Souillac) on the top lintel at
Beaulieu, do not portray sinners tormented in hell as is sometimes
assumed. Rather, these beasts are transporters, aggressively carry
ing these human figures to their judgment.
Art historians tend to consider only direct iconographie parallels to
be valid. The Souillac pillar has been problematic for iconographie
interprétation because, although the imagery seems in some ways
“hellish,” such attack by wild beasts without the presence of dé
mons does not conform to known iconographies of Hell. As I
argue, more subtle forms of interprétation hâve to be developed,
including the récognition of meaning embedded in stylistic form
and composition and the construction of meaning through re
versai of expectation.
Frederick S. Paxton, Christianizing Death: The Création ofa Ritual
Process in Early Médiéval Europe (Ithaca and London, 1990) ,116—
22, 130-31, 167-69. In the Catacomb of Priscilla (early third
century) one can find a number of the figures later to be included
in the Commendatio Animae ritual: Daniel in the Lions’ Den,
Three Hebrews in the Fiery Furnace, Jonah saved from the Whale,
Abraham and Isaac, Lazarus raised from the Dead.
After confessing his sins he prayed to God:

70 The abbot represents the authority of the monastic institution
while St Peter represents the papacy in Rome and Peter’s keys, the
church’s power, handed down to priests, to “loose and to bind.”
71 Originally a sixth-century Greek account, the Theophilus story
only became availablc in the west in the ninth century after it was
translated by Paul the Deacon. This was first edited in Acta
Sanctorum, I, 483ff.; also reprinted in R. Petsch, ed., Theophilus:
Mittelniederdeutsches Drama in drei Fassungen (Heidelberg, 1908).
For further discussion of the range of literary texts which shows
how popular this Iegend (the source for Faust) eventually became,
see Alfred Freyer, “Theophilus, the Penitent, as Represented in
Art,” The Archeological Journal, XCII (1935), 287-333, esp. 290
and n. 1 ; also Karl Plenzat, Die Theophiluslegende in den Dichtungen
des Mittelalters (Berlin, 1926).
72 According to the original story, Theophilus had worked for a
church in Adana (Asia Minor) as lay administrator. Because he was
so well liked, he was nominated to be Bishop upon the death of the
former Bishop. Too humble, Theophilus refused this honour. How
ever, to his dismay the new Bishop promptly relieved him of his
old duties. At this Theophilus grew bitter and sought the help of a
Jew (not shown at ail in the Souillac rendition but a common
feature of later thirteenth-century iconography), who in turn arranged a meeting and introduced Theophilus to the Devil. The
Devil agreed to help him get back his lucrative and prestigious
position and become even more powerful and rich, if he agreed to
take the Devil as his Lord and deny God. This he did, but eventu
ally began to suffer remorse and fear of the conséquences of his acts
at the time of Judgement. Therefore, he left to go to a chapel
dedicated to the Virgin Mary and prayed and fasted ardently for
forty days, a typical penitential practice, whereupon the Virgin
appeared and eventually returned his contract. Although not shown
at Souillac, the literary texts say that he went back to the cathédral
on a Sunday while the Bishop was about to say mass, interrupted
the ceremony to tell his dramatic taie and show his contract as
evidence. The Bishop took the opportunity to give a sermon on
the virtue of penitence and dévotion to the Virgin and then
dramatically burned the contract. Theophilus whose face shone
like the sun, soon died in an odour of returned sanctity. For a
compréhensive discussion with observations on other visual portrayals of the Theophilus Legend, see Freyer, “Theophilus, the
Penitent, as Represented in Art.” What would hâve been significant for a Médiéval audience of the twelfth century is that the term
used to describe Theophilus’ function was vicedominus or vidame
in French. In the Médiéval era a vidame was often a knight who
was given a fief by an ecclesiastical establishment in order to
protect the church’s property. It was not uncommon for there to be
friction between the vidame and his ecclesiastical overlords.
73 O.K. Werckmeister has called attention to the significance of the
liturgy for the dead in his interprétation of a number of visual
works of the Romanesque era. See “Die Auferstehung der Toten
am Westportal von St. Lazare in Autun,” Frühmittelalterliche Studien,
XVI (1982), 208-36; idem, “The First Romanesque Beatus Manuscripts and the Liturgy of Death,” Actas del Simposio para el Estudio
de los Codices del ‘Comentario al Apocalipsis’ de Beato de Liebana,

True Father, who has never lied,
You who brought back Lazarus from the dead
And rescued Daniel from the lions,
Protect my soûl from every péril
And from the sins which I hâve committed in my life.
Song ofRoland, 105 [11. 2385-2396].
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74 G. Camy and M. Labrousse, “L’Église Abbatiale Sainte-Marie de
Souillac, sa tour-porch et sa necropole,” Bulletin Monumental,
CIX/4 (1951), 389-403. Médiéval sarcophagi in the crypt crossed
the threshold between the porch and the church.

vol. 2 (1980), 167-92. A lengthier discussion of psalms and liturgical prayers and antiphons in relation to the theme of attack by
beasts will be presented in The Devil, Voracious Beasts and the Fear
ofDying, forthcoming.
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